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SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

LC9197

HACHE SURVIE
ALBAINOX + ALLUME
FEU+SCIE + ETUI AVEC

POIGNEE 

Vente libre 8.5  44  600  45.00 € incl. tax

The Albainox Model 32654 Survival and Business Ax is a multifunctional tool designed for outdoor
adventure and camping enthusiasts.
Equipped with a flint and saw, this ax offers exceptional versatility for a variety of wilderness tasks.

Main Features :

Blade Length:
Blade Material:
Functions:
Included:

The saw blade knife is inserted into the handle of the ax.

 

Benefits :

Durability and Resistance: Martensitic stainless steel ensures remarkable hardness, durability, and
resistance to wear. This material does not rust, even in the most difficult conditions, guaranteeing
exceptional tool longevity.
Ease of Sharpening: Despite its robustness, the blade sharpens easily, allowing optimal efficiency to
be maintained during use.
Versatility: Perfect for camping, the ax allows you to cut branches and kindling with ease. The
integrated flint is a plus for lighting your fire quickly, giving you comfort and safety during your
adventures.
Ergonomic Design: Designed for comfortable handling and efficient use, this survival ax is an
essential companion for your outings in nature.

Recommended Uses:
Ideal for enthusiasts of camping and outdoor activities, the Martinez Albainox 32654 survival and business
ax proves to be the perfect tool for preparing the camp, cutting wood for the fire, as well as for a use in
survival situations. Its practical and multifunctional side makes it essential equipment for all your adventures.

Conclusion :
The Martinez Albainox 32654 survival and business ax combines quality, durability, and versatility. Whether
for chopping wood, lighting a fire or sawing branches, this tool will faithfully accompany you on all your
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outdoor escapades. A safe investment for any adventurer wishing to combine practicality and reliability.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


